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ENGINEBRING GRAPHIC'S

(Common to all branches except DCP and CABM)

fTime: 3 hours

ft{aximum marks: 100)

lNote :-1. Missing data if any suitably assumed

2. Sketches to be accompanied.l

PART - A

(i\aaximum mmks: l0)

Marks

I Answer the foliowing questions in one or two sentences. Each question canies

2 marks.

1. Define representatire fraction of a scale.

2. Define eccentricity of conic section.

3. \&hat is an involute ?

4. Write fbur appiicatiorus of CAD

5. What do you mean by development of surfaces ? (5x2=10)

PART - B

(Maxirnum marks : 50)

(Answer anyfite of the following questions. Each question carries l0 marks.)

il Redraw the given figure I and dirnension as per BIS.

III Construct a regular heptagon of side 40 nm.

ry Draw a plain scale of lcrn : 5 meters and shown on it 37 meters.

V Orthographic projection of points P, Q, R, S and T are shown in figure 2' Read

the views and state their positioq with respect to HP and VP.

\ry Draw the projection of the line AR 100 mm long inclined at 30" to HP antl 45o to

VP. The end A of the line AB is 50 mm below HP and 25 mm trehind VP, mark

the angie made by the line with the xy plzure.

VU A pentagonal . lamina of.40 mm side has an edge on the I{P. The surface of the

plane is inciined at 45" to HP and perpendicular to the VP. Drar.v its projections.

VUi D"aw the I)evelopment of the tray shown in figure 3. (5x10:50)

[316"i [r.'r'o.



Marks

PART - 
C

(N4admum marks: 40)

(Answer arry. huo of the following questions. Each question cames 20 marks.)

D( Figure 4 shows the pictorial view of a bearing. Draw its front view in the

direction of the arrow F and top vievr.

X The pictorial view of a lever shcr*n in flgure 5. f)rarn' firl1 sectional front view m
the dircction F and top view.

)O The orthographic view of the letter H shor.rm in figru:e 6. Draw its isometric

projection. (2x20 = 40)
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